Grades 4 and 5 (1:00 pm to 01:40 pm )
ENHANCED LEARNING
Activities
Neev Times

Description
Neev Times is the school newsletter that will report on field trips and new
events happening in the school campus. It’s an opportunity to express their
views on various fields of interest.
Spanish Amigos
Basic Spanish conversation; Spanish songs; Brief on cultural aspects of Spain and
Latin America.
Math Remedial**
Support the students who are struggling with concepts and understanding of
basic mathematical skills.
Science
Understanding of scientific methods like hypothesis, variables, procedure,
observation and conclusion through experiments.
Math Enrichment**
Development of conceptual structures that support mathematical understanding
and thinking. Exposure to higher order thinking and problem solving
techniques.
Neev Books
Brings passionate readers together to discuss books, write reviews and blog
about their reading experiences, to ultimately share all of this on the Neev
Books website for everyone to see!
Homework Support
Offered by class teachers when they feel it necessary to have students complete
their tasks.
Tell a Tale
Stories from books(starting with children's books of their choice from various
genres, as they are more animated), personal incidents, fan stories (extending or
looking at alternatives in stories we love - books, movies, games etc.), writing
stories from scratch and narrating them to finally creating stories on the spot
and narrating them.
**Teacher(s) would be proposing student names for these activities. This will be the one selected activity for
the day.
CLUBS
Description
An opportunity for the students to develop their oracy skills; Importance of
non-verbal communication(Eye contact, body orientation, posture, facial
expression etc.) during the speech delivery.
Dance
Expressing an idea or emotion, or releasing energy, or simply taking delight in
the movement itself
Coding
Learn to apply computational thinking to solve problems; Create own programs
and video games
Nature Nurture
Nurturing a love for nature and environment.
Organic Farming
Connect with mother nature by digging, sowing, planting, and getting their
hands into the Earth; Develop a sense of empathy for Farmers and farming;
Create awareness about sustainable practices in farming.
Brass Band
Marching band will consist of woodwind instruments, brass instruments and
percussion instruments. The Neev School Band will be seen performing on all
important events/days that will be celebrated in Neev.
Cooking
Science behind cooking. Learning to make simple finger foods, salads, cakes /
pastries, bread, etc.
Student Government*
Gives leadership exposure to young learners. The office bearers understand the
responsibilities and expectations. They get an opportunity to plan, prompt and
execute events that benefit the entire student community.
*Only elected students would be required to be in this club.
Activities
Speech, Debate, Jam

Grades 6, 7, 8 (1:00 pm to 01:40 pm )
ENHANCED LEARNING
Description
Opportunity for students to learn spoken Kannada. Learn and understand basic
conversation in Kannada.
Neev Times is the school newsletter that will report on field trips and new events
Neev Times
happening in the school campus. It’s an opportunity to express their views on
various fields of interest.
Introduction to Spanish, Spanish speaking countries and culture
Spanish Amigos
The aim of the ICL with respect to Hindi Literature club is to improvise the
Hindi Literature Club literature, artistic writing, imagination and emotions by giving an idea as how to
choose and arrange the words to make the Literature meaningful.
Improvise the literature, artistic writing, imagination and emotions by giving an
Hindi Poetry
idea as how to choose and arrange the words to make the poetry meaningful.
Communicate in basic French: Speaking small dialogues of daily situations
French Conversation
Support the students who are struggling with concepts and understanding of
Math Remedial**
basic mathematical skills.
Development of conceptual structures that support mathematical understanding
Math Enrichment**
and thinking. Exposure to higher order thinking and problem solving techniques.
Offered by subject teachers when they feel it necessary to have students complete
Homework Support
their tasks.
Improve science literacy; Develop passion for Astronomy; Explore and observe
Astronomy
celestial objects around us.
Brings passionate readers together to discuss books, write reviews and blog about
Neev Books
their reading experiences, to ultimately share all of this on the Neev Books
website for everyone to see!
**Teacher(s) would be proposing student names for these activities. This will be the one selected activity for
the day.
Activities
Kannada for Native
Speakers

CLUBS
Activities
Chess
Debating Club
Dance
Makerspace
Coding
Sustainability
Permaculture
Quiz Club
Brass Band
Baking

Description
Activities- Initial games, identifying talent and deciding levels, solving puzzles,
learning openings, gambits and defence strategies.
Students learn persuasion as a skill. In the 'Debating club' they will learn how to
make effective arguments, not just on the strength of rhetoric but on the merit of
knowledge and facts.
Expressing an idea or emotion, or releasing energy, or simply taking delight in
the movement itself
Opportunities for students to explore various resources (Lego Wedo. Lego EV3,
Spheros etc), STEM projects such as coding and robotics and to follow artistic
pursuits like knitting and sewing.
Learn to apply computational thinking to solve problems; Create own programs
and video games
Focuses on knowing, learning and exploring the importance of resources and
utilizing the same in best manner, so as to maintain a balancing act.
A design approach to create sustainable human habitat/ecosystem.
QUIZ! (Current Affairs, The Best of the Sporting Action, Around the World, Food
and Culture, Technical innovations and off course our INDIA and the World.)
Marching band will consist of woodwind instruments, brass instruments and
percussion instruments. The Neev School Band will be seen performing on all
important events/days that will be celebrated in Neev.
Explore various baking techniques, to integrate French cuisine and collaborate
with successful French bakers in the city. This initiative could also lead up to CAS.

Student Government*

Gives leadership exposure to young learners. The office bearers understand the
responsibilities and expectations. They get an opportunity to plan, prompt and
execute events that benefit the entire student community.
*Only elected students would be required to be in this club.

Grades 9, 10, 11, 12 (1:00 pm to 01:40 pm )
ENHANCED LEARNING
Description
Opportunity for students to learn spoken Kannada. Learn and understand basic
conversation in Kannada.
Introduction to Spanish, Spanish speaking countries and culture.
Introduction to German; Simple everyday conversation in German; About
German
Germany.
Neev Times is the school newsletter that will report on field trips and new events
Neev Times
happening in the school campus. It’s an opportunity to express their views on
various fields of interest.
Essay Writing for
Building skills to write college applications essays, scholarship essays, statement of
College Applications
purpose, and SAT/ ACT essays.
Improvise the literature, artistic writing, imagination and emotions by giving an
Hindi Literature Club idea as how to choose and arrange the words to make the Literature
meaningful.
Reading of poetry and appreciation of the art form. This is not a poetry writing
English Poetry
activity, but will definitely help potential poets compose better poems.
Communicate in basic French: Speaking small dialogues of daily situations
French Conversation
Support the students who are struggling with concepts and understanding of
Math Remedial**
basic mathematical skills.
Development of conceptual structures that support mathematical understanding
Math Enrichment**
and thinking. Exposure to higher order thinking and problem solving techniques.
Cultivate students' interest in learning Science. Reinforce scientific knowledge
Science is Fun
through experiments.
Improve science literacy; Develop passion for Astronomy; Explore and observe
Astronomy
celestial objects around us.
Brings passionate readers together to discuss books, write reviews and blog about
Neev Books
their reading experiences, to ultimately share all of this on the Neev Books
website for everyone to see!
**Teacher(s) would be proposing student names for these activities. This will be the one selected activity for
the day.
Activities
Kannada for Native
Speakers
Spanish Amigos

CLUBS
Activities
Chess
Debating Club
Dance
Makerspace
Coding
Digital Photography

Description
Activities- Initial games, identifying talent and deciding levels, solving puzzles,
learning openings, gambits and defence strategies.
Students learn persuasion as a skill. In the 'Debating club' they will learn how to
make effective arguments, not just on the strength of rhetoric but on the merit of
knowledge and facts.
Expressing an idea or emotion, or releasing energy, or simply taking delight in
the movement itself
Opportunities for students to explore various resources (Lego Wedo. Lego EV3,
Spheros etc), STEM projects such as coding and robotics and to follow artistic
pursuits like knitting and sewing.
Learn to apply computational thinking to solve problems; Create own programs
and video games
The sessions have been designed to give a better grasp of the chosen camera and
the skills to make successful images; Focus on core photographic concepts as and
a few advanced techniques; Hands-on demonstrations with the camera as well as

Film Appreciation
Sustainability
Permaculture

basic digital image editing techniques. There will be discussion on the work of
great photographers alongside the taken photographs in order to better
understand the fundamentals of composition to create compelling imagery. The
motives of the sessions are to leave the class with a project that the students are
proud of and a working knowledge of a camera.
Understand the key dynamics of what film is made up of – technology, art,
industry. The next stage of the process; Look back at the history of cinema is vital
as there lies the story of the evolution of the language of cinema; Understand
what contemporary cinema is made up of
Focuses on knowing, learning and exploring the importance of resources and
utilizing the same in best manner, so as to maintain a balancing act.
A design approach to create sustainable human habitat/ecosystem.

QUIZ! (Current Affairs, The Best of the Sporting Action, Around the World, Food
and Culture, Technical innovations and off course our INDIA and the World.)
Marching band will consist of woodwind instruments, brass instruments and
Brass Band
percussion instruments. The Neev School Band will be seen performing on all
important events/days that will be celebrated in Neev.
Develop instrumental skills, performance skills and concert planning skills
together. Once the selected band members are performance ready they will
showcase their learning for school assembly's and school related events. We are
Rock Band
also considering an option (if permitted ) of participating in an Inter School
Battle of Bands which would be an ultimate goal for the Rock Band ICL
members.
Explore various baking techniques, to integrate French cuisine and collaborate
Baking
with successful French bakers in the city. This initiative could also lead up to CAS.
Student Government* Gives leadership exposure to young learners. The office bearers understand the
responsibilities and expectations. They get an opportunity to plan, prompt and
execute events that benefit the entire student community.
*Only elected students would be required to be in this club.
Quiz Club

